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Annual LCCS/ECOTUC PICNIC July 16, 2017
Sunday, July 16, 2017, at 123 South 3rd St., Newark, OH
Arrive 1:30 PM, assemble food,…………..Expect to eat at 2:00 PM.
Club will furnish meats. Club provides plates, fork/knife/spoon, cups and
miscellaneous beverages.
Members are expected to bring ALL side dishes and desserts.
Raffle: Dave Rauch reminds us of the $1.00 Raffle tickets being sold. The
lucky ticket winner will choose from:
1st Prize  Samsung GALAXY Tab 4, 8.0  WiFi  16 GB This Tablet
should meet your needs while offering you a selfiefriendly camera.
2nd Prize  SanDisk 128 GB Ultra Flash Drive, Dual USB Drive, 3.0
Suited especially for moving files from your smartphone to your computer.
3rd Prize  PNY 64 GB OntheGo Flash Drive, Duolink 3.0
The lucky tickets will be drawn July 16, during the picnic. It’s necessary to
put your name and phone number on each ticket.
No bonus word/no door prizes at July 16 Picnic.
For additional info, call 7405224710, Mary Frances Rauch
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Previous Program Points

Due to the fact that we have no one to write a review of the Previous Program, we ask
that you click on the LCCS Media link below. This link will take you to YouTube and the LCCS Media
playlist where you will be able to find videos of the past presentations.

* Click on the link to the right to see a video of Past Programs and Meetings

LCCS Media

Reminder
Send in your Membership Renewal NOW!!!!!
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News and Events

For the latest information on Events "Click" on the link below
LCCS Google Calendar
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News and Events con't
Reminder from the Membership Chairperson
Vicky Atkins

The membership year for the EastCentral Ohio Technology Users Club
goes from July 1st through June 30th. This means that your membership will
end this month and it will be time to renew for the 2017/18 year. All current
members will need to renew their memberships unless as a new member you joined in the past few
months. For those people, we prorate our dues and you actually paid for the Spring quarter and the
next full year.
You should have receive a letter with your renewal application enclosed. Dues for 2017/18 have
stayed the same (as they have for years) and are listed as $24 for individuals, $12 for students (so
they have a vote), $36 for two individuals sharing a home, and $42 for a family with children not
wanting voting rights (adult children, not in school, living at home are not covered under a family
plan).
Please mail in your renewal application now, using the address found on the form Be sure to include
your email address. Even if you think we already have your email address, please include it (in all
CAPITALS) so we can double check that we are sending mailings to the correct address. If it’s a new
address make sure you indicate that so we know to make the change in our mailing list.
You can renew in person at the picnic in July, but please have a check or the exact amount for your
dues (we may not have the correct change). Those that have not renewed by the end of August will
no longer be considered members and will no longer have access to the many benefits of being a
member of the EastCentral Ohio Technology Users Club (such as access to the Repair Help Desk
and the other Help Desks/SIGs like Linux and Windows).

Raffle & Drawing, July 16, 2017
$1.00 each
A name and phone number on EACH ticket is necessary. You are responsible for depositing your
completed ticket before the drawing on July 16.

Samsung GALAXY Tab 4 8.0”  WiFi  16 GB This great Tablet should meet all
your everyday needs while offering you a selfiefriendly camera.
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SanDisk 128 GB Ultra Flash Drive Dual USB Drive, 3.0 Suited
especially for moving files from your smartphone to your computer.

PNY 64 GB OntheGo Flash Drive Duolink 3.0
Dual function allows for file transfer between Android devices and PC or Mac.
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Secretary's Report
2017521 General Membership Meeting Minutes
ECOTUC/LCCS
President Amore called the meeting to order @ 2:00pm.
Present were 26 members and 5 members attending by ZOOM.
Secretary’s Report: The April 23, 2017 has been posted on web and
bulletin boards. Bill Toothman motioned and Dave Derolph seconded to accept the minutes as
written. The motion passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Sue reported a balance of $19,839.44 in the account. Jim Grower motioned and
Ira LaFollette seconded to accept the report. The motion passed.
Correspondence: President Amore thanked the “Beautification” Crew that cleaned up, hauled away
and planted flowers in the courtyard.
Accolades were given to Everett McKee and his partner, Rev. Deb Dingus, for winning FIRST PRIZE
in the recent DANCING WITH THE NEWARK STARS event held at the Midland Theatre.
Rich Allen is offering a large L shaped computer desk to anyone wanting to remove the table from a
family member’s home. It is free for the taking.
John Kennedy announced anyone buying a NEW Windows 10 computer, would be getting the latest
updates including the “Creator’s Update”.
Committee Reports:
Recycling/Refurbishing: President Amore is waiting for the $200.00 check from the recycler.
Membership: Vicky reported 276 members.
Program: Mary Frances is working on the June program. She reminded us we will have our picnic
July 16.
Old Business: Trustee Wayne thanked all who help in the “Beautification” of the courtyard.
New Business: Tami Snyder announced she has created “Banner Pennants” and asks that we each
give her or a board member a small photo of ourselves. She wants to hang these banners on the wall
of the building, thus showing members of the club and/or their positions in the club.
Mary Frances announced the Food Pantry thanked our group for our donations to the pantry.
Davey Rauch announced the Raffle Prizes for the July picnic. We are reminded to write our name
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Secretary's Report
and phone number on the back of the ticket. Members do not have to be
present for the drawing.
The prizes for the July Meeting will be:
Samsung Galaxy Tablet 4, 16 GB
SanDisk 128 GB Flash Drive
PNY 64 GB (DuoLink) Flash Drive
Wayne Snyder motioned and Dave DeRolph seconded to adjourn the meeting @ 3:05pm. The
motion passed. President Amore adjourned the meeting.
Program: Via ZOOM, John Kennedy introduced APCUG Tech Presenter/Guru, Toby Scott, who
presented a slide show of the Cryptoviruses/Ransomware. Toby emphasized the importance for us
to continually back up our files.
Submitted by: Nancy Grower, Secretary
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Treasurer's Report
Treasurer's reports here
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The Education Corner
Computer/Technology Classes
We only had two classes meeting in June (Everyday Computer Basics and
Intro to the Linux Command
Line and File System). Both classes were well attended and those in the
classes enjoyed learning the
new material. We had offered our “Navigating the Internet” class, but we only had a couple sign up.
We just can’t do a class with a couple of students because of the need to meet expenses. The cost
for
our classes is very reasonable at $20 for 12 hours of instruction.
The July class session will begin the week after the 4th activities. Monday/Wednesday classes will
start
on the 10th and the Tuesday/Thursday classes will start on the 11th. We will be offering three (3)
classes
on Monday. Since we weren’t able to offer the Navigating the Internet class in June, we have
rescheduled it for July hoping that we can attract additional students. This class will meet from 12:00
noon to 2:00 p.m.
As a followup for the Everyday Computer Basics class, most of the class is continuing on with the
Beyond the Basics: What’s Next? class. There is still room for others to join the class if they feel they
are ready for the advanced class (meaning you feel pretty comfortable using the computer and can
create folders/subfolders, and can save and retrieve files). This class will meet on
Monday/Wednesday
from 2:30 to 4:30.
The final class being offered on Monday/Wednesday will be our Computers for the Total Beginner.
This is the class perfect for the first time computer owner whether they have a hand me down or just
purchased their first computer. We start at the very beginning and end with a pretty good
understanding of the computer, keyboard, and especially the mouse. Taking this class will make them
ready for the fall offering of Everyday Computer Basics. The class meets in the evenings from 5:00
7:00.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays we are going to do something different in July. With the arrival of the
next version of Windows 10 on our computes, there are some questions about how we do things now
that it’s changed. Some things have been moved around again, and there are some new things being
added, and maybe even some things missing. We have to get used to things changing as this new
Windows 10 is an always updating/upgrading operating system.
We will be offering a miniworkshop on Windows 10 – The Creator’s Edition (last year it was the
Anniversary Edition/Upgrade) that will take place on Tuesday AND Thursday July 11th and 13th, from
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. It will just meet that one week for a total of 6 hours and a reduced cost of just
$10. If that class fills up, we will open up a second identical class meeting on the 18th and
20th.However, we can not guarantee that the second miniworkshop will take place unless the first
one is pretty much filled up and the second has enough students to continue.
If you or anyone in your family, or even a friend that you know that needs classes (you don’t have to
be a club member to take the classes); please contact Linda Glover at the Licking County Aging
Program’s location in the Heritage Hall on E. Main St. Get signed up now to prevent a class from
dying in the end.
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Windows Help Desk
The Windows Help Desk has two (2) sessions in June. At both of them,
NO ONE showed up needing
help with any Windows software related issues. The members willing
Meeting Times
to help sat there for over two
First Friday 1:00  3:30 p.m.
hours hoping someone would come in. They had some good
Third Friday 1:00  3:00 p.m.
discussions between themselves, but
would have rather helped someone else with their computing needs.
We guess that we could take this
as a good sign that our members don’t need help using Windows anymore, and that we don’t need to
continue offering Windows Help Desks in the future. Not needing help would be a really great thing.
However, we don’t believe any of the above statements are true. We know that we have members
that
need help with the Windows computers (we hear questions all the time), but they just won’t admit it or
are embarrassed to come ask for help. Or maybe they would rather have help from someone other
than
the members who give of their time to help those in need.
Our first thought would be to just cancel the double Windows Help Desks scheduled for each month,
for the rest of the year. But we don’t think that would be right. So we are going to compromise for the
next few months and just have one (1) Windows Help Desk per month. Due to holidays and some
other scheduling conflicts, we will be offering the Windows Help Desk on the 3rd Friday afternoons
only. We will still open the “Help Desk” at 1:00 p.m. and start to close things up between 3:00 and
3:30. We look forward to seeing you with your Windows software/usage problems on July 21st
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Linux SIG / Help Desk
The Linux Help Desk continues to be a lively group of women and men
interested in learning more
about the “free” operating system. This is the system that runs just
Meeting Times
about all the world’s
Second Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
“supercomputers”. And the system that runs on just about any
Fourth Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
configuration found on computers.
We meet twice a month on the 2nd and 4th Friday afternoons. Most
meetings the computers in the
classroom are full with users actually running Linux. Among the topics we covered at our Help
Desk/SIG this month was talking about customizing the file manager. Along with that we took a look
at a number of different file managers that can be installed on the Linux distribution of your choice.
That was followed up with a question about installing network printers on your Linux computer. The
steps were shown on both the “teacher’s computer” and the laptop of one of our “members” to see
how
the network printer showed up and how to make use of it.
This only touches a few of the topics that get brought up at our Linux Help Desks. To find out about
other things we discussed, you only need to join us. And for anyone that might be interested in
testing
out Linux, we have both “livedisks” and even some laptop loaners to use
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Featured Articles
Turns Out New Petya is Not a Ransomware, It’s
a Destructive Wiper Malware
By:Swati Khandelwal
http://thehackernews.com/

What if I say the Tuesday's devastating global malware outbreak
was not due to any ransomware infection? Yes, the Petya
ransomware attacks that began infecting computers in several countries, including Russia, Ukraine,
France, India and the United [...]

To read the full article

CLICK HERE

Wikileaks Reveals CIA Malware that Hacks
Linux Computers
BY: Swati Khandelwal

http://thehackernews.com/#
WikiLeaks has just published a new batch of the ongoing Vault 7
leak, this time detailing an alleged CIA project that allowed the
agency to computers running the Linux operating systems. Dubbed
OutlawCountry, the project allows the CIA hackers to redirect all outbound network traffic on the
targeted computer to CIA controlled computer systems for exfiltrate and infiltrate data.

To read the full article

CLICK HERE
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Rational Backup Strategy

By Dick Maybach, Member, Brookdale
Computer Users’ Group, NJ
January 2017 issue, BUG Bytes
www.bcug.com
n2nd (at) att.net

In developing a plan to defend against the loss of data and
software from operator, hardware, and software failures and
malicious acts, it’s important to take a systematic approach
rather than responding to the latest sensational article or
alarming ad. Your first step should be to identify the threats. Otherwise, you could end up with a
Maginot Line, an expensive defense against an attack that didn't occur and was ineffective against
the one that did.
Common threats to PCs and the information they hold include the following:
* Operator errors are common. You mistakenly delete a file, a directory, or an entire partition. If this
involves your software, it may disable the PC.
* Software sometimes contains coding errors that create problems, which if serious enough can
crash the operating system. Simply repairing the resulting damage doesn't cure the root cause.
However, often symptoms appear only under rare conditions, which means you can only repair the
damage and hope these don't recur.
* Hardware malfunction often immediately disables the PC, and the solution is to repair the failure
and then restore any damaged data. Some problems, such as intermittent RAM failure can be difficult
to identify and may require a visit to the shop. Disk failure is common and this requires replacement
of the disk and then restoration of the software and data it held.
* Malware is software that is designed to cause damage. Individual programs acquire colorful
names, such as virus, ransomware, rootkit, and Trojan horse. Each newly discovered name results in
a new commotion, but the remedy is the same for all – remove the malware and then repair the
damage. A worry here is that the malware may reside for some time before damage appears, so that
you back up the problem as well as your software and when you restore from a backup, you also
restore the malware.
* PC loss can occur when traveling with a laptop or when one fails to the extent that repair isn't
economically practical. You must replace not only the hardware, but any original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) software that is licensed only for the lost machine. You can restore only your
data from backup.
*

Environmental catastrophe most commonly results from burglary, fire, storm, or flood. Here you
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lose not only the PC, but perhaps all the material associated with it, including documentation and
backup media. At some level, perhaps nuclear holocaust or asteroid strike, you probably decide you
don't care as the loss associated with your PC is trivial compared to other damage.
You will surely find that no single approach will protect against all of these, and you may decide to
ignore some threats.
You have two software and data repair approaches: reinstall from the original sources or recover from
a snapshot of your disk taken previously. Only the latter is possible with data; the receipts needed to
recreate your 2012 tax return are long gone, as are the vacation photos on your camera's SD card.
However, with software, you have choices:
1. Use the original distribution media to create a fresh installation, configure it, and apply any updates
for the OS and all the applications. This is tedious, but the result is a clean system, free of whatever
problem (assuming it's not with your hardware) that corrupted your system. Most PCs are delivered
with the operating system already on the disk and without its installation media; they have instructions
on how to create a repair disk, although you may have to dig to find them. Most also have a recovery
partition on the disk that you can use to recreate the initial configuration. In my experience, the hard
disk is the PC component most likely to fail, which of course makes the recovery partition unavailable.
The software supplied with a PC is almost certainly sold as OEM products, which means it is licensed
only for that hardware, and it often includes feature to prevent it from being used elsewhere. As a
result, you need a separate set of recovery media for each PC, and you need to be able to identify to
which hardware each set belongs.
2. Recovering the software from a backup is far simpler, because it restores all the software in one
step, which has already been configured and updated. However, if the failure was the result of a
developing software problem, you also install its root cause. For this reason, many keep backups
made at different times, hoping that if they go back far enough, they'll find a clean one. Of course,
when you restore an old backup, you most likely also restore your old data, destroying any acquired
since. Your recovery plan must include a remedy for this.
There are several choices of backup media:
1. a backup directory on your system disk,
2. a backup partition on your system disk,
3. a separate internal backup hard disk,
4. an external backup disk, and
5. a cloud service.
Only hard disks and cloud services have the capacity to back up modern disks. Optical media
capacities have not kept up with those of hard disks, and far too much of it has poor reliability. Cloud
service adds security concerns, both because your data travels over the Internet and because you
have entrusted it to an outside entity.
As with the backup medium, you have choices about what to back up. These include:
1. a complete disk image,
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2. all the data files in the home directory, and
3. only those data files in the home directory that have changed since the last backup.
Some strategies include backing those OS and application files that have changed, but this can be
risky, as these often depend on each other. If you replace a file but not something with which it
interacts, the result can be an inoperable system. With software, it's safer to replace everything.
Some backup program developers recommend that your PC have constant access to the backup
medium. While this insures that all your data is backed up as soon as its created, it also insures that
malware also always has access to the backup. This is a good scheme for protecting against
operator error, but less so for protecting against malware and software errors. For the latter, you want
your backup medium to be accessible for only very short periods of time. You may decide to use two
methods, one that backs up continually to protect against operator error, which are common, and a
second that backs up only periodically to protect against such threats as malware.
Backup software is a poor area in which to experiment. Obtain it from wellknown vendors with good
reputations. Consider only products with favorable reviews from responsible experts. Microsoft
includes a suite of recovery software with its operating systems, and you should have a good reason
for using something different. I discussed their Windows 7 version of this in the February 2012 issue
of BCUG Bytes and the Windows 10 version in the May 2016 issued, available at www.bcug.com. =
After obtaining your choice, test it as best you are able. For a thorough test, you would have to erase
your disk and restore a backup, but don't do this. Instead, make a copy of just one file or directory;
then backup, delete, and restore it. Compare the original and restored versions. If the recovery
software includes a bootable disk, test it on the PC where you will use it to be sure it does boot. This
will probably require that you make some changes in your BIOS. Record these before you change
them back, as frequently, the BIOS settings must be different for internal disks and external media.
You may also wish to obtain and test a reliable repair utility disk. If you suspect a virus infection, you
can boot with it and the virus won't be active. This will allow you to copy your data files to an external
drive without its interference. I discussed some of these tools in articles in the April, June, July, and
August 2012 issues of Bytes.
My strategy is that every week I have a scheduled backup of all the data files that have changed
since the previous backup. This is to an internal hard drive, separate from my system and data
drives. As a result, I limit my loss from most causes to the data I generate in one week. Once a
month, or when I think of it, I back up to an external hard disk, all the data files that have changed
since my last external backup. My operating system is Linux, and I have its installation USB memory
stick. Almost all my applications are available from the distribution's repositories. As a result, it's
convenient to restore all my software as a fresh install, and I do this every two years, even if I have
no problems, just to clean out the accumulated cruft. Reviewing this plan against my list of threats,
we see the following:
An operator error can destroy at most a week's work.
Similarly, most software errors and hardware failure can delete up to weeks of work. Although if one
affects both the service and the online backup disk, I could lose up to a month's worth, but this is
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very rare.
Malware could cost me up to a month, if it affects all the disks. But malware in Linux is uncommon
and, so far, I not had this problem.
Although I do have a laptop, I transfer any data to my desktop as soon as I get home. As a result,
losing it would lose only the data acquired on that trip.
The weak point in my plan is environmental catastrophe, as all my PC gear resides in one room, and
I could lose all of it in one incident. I could improve by adding a backup file server to our home
network and locating it in the basement or better by storing a backup drive at a neighbor's or in my
bank deposit box or using a cloud storage service.
You should make a similar assessment of your backup plan against your own list of threats to see if it
needs adjustment.
Your recovery approach of course depends on what is damaged. Your data resides in what is often
called the home directory, and this can be restored only from a data backup. However, Windows may
store some of your data (such as Internet favorites and email data) in the system area, and
recovering them requires a system restore. The operating system and applications reside in what's
known as the system area. They can be recovered by restoring a system backup or by making a
fresh install from the original distribution media.
If you use Microsoft's backup software, system backups are in the form of full disk images. If your
system won't boot, it may be because the boot loader, or in new PCs the UEFI partition, has been
damaged. These can be repaired in Windows system using the Windows recovery disk. See the MS
Website for instructions. If the BIOS ROM is corrupted, a competent shop may be able to help, but
you may have to return the machine its manufacturer.
How you recover depends of course on how you backed up:
1. The fastest is to restore from backup as the result will be software that is updated the last version
of your data. If this includes restoring the OS, you must be able to boot from live media, which means
you have to properly set up your BIOS. Later PCs use UEFI, which adds complexity.
2. If you decide to reinstall the OS you can try to restore from the PC vendor's recovery partition,
which places your computer to its state when you first purchased it. You will have to reinstall all your
applications from their distribution disks and your data from a recent backup.
3. If the recovery partition isn't available, you'll have to use the OS distribution disk if you purchased it
separately or its recovery disks if the OS was installed by the PC vendor. (This of course assumes
you created these.)
4. As a last resort, if the former isn’t possible or if you doubt your abilities you can take your PC back
to the vendor who sold it to you or to an independent shop to have the OS reinstalled. You then must
restore any applications and your data yourself. It should be clear that recordkeeping is a very
important component of your plan. In particular, be sure to label your external backup media and any
notes. You don’t want to restore from the wrong computer.
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Creating and following a good backup discipline require more than trivial knowledge, thought, and
time. Many computer owners choose to take a “Do nothing and hope for the best” approach or they
follow the advice in the latest article or ad they’ve read, and neither approach is sound. As a last
resort, there are commercial firms that will attempt to recover data from damaged or corrupted
storage media, but the results aren't certain and the costs are high (up to multiple thousands of
dollars).
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Club Officers
Below is a list of your Club officers and
their information.

Officers
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